Task is designed to extract person specific attributes, for example, spouse/husband, children, education, title etc. from unstructured Chinese texts. According to the characteristics of the personal attributes extraction, we propose a new method based on deep learning to extract attributes from the documents in this paper. Experiments show that this method can improve the accuracy of personal attributes extraction effectively.
Introduction
With the popularity of the computer and the rapid development of the Internet, how to find the effective information in the massive information source has become a very important problem. Under the background of this situation, Information Extraction(IE) technology has made a great progress.
Attribute extraction, as an important branch of information extraction technology, is an important foundation for the construction and application of ontology knowledge base, and plays an extremely important role in knowledge graph and other fields. At the same time, due to the natural language processing in the Chinese domain is slightly backward compared with English processing, and the Chinese text syntax structure is more complex, resulting in the relationship pattern is also more complex. Therefore, it is more difficult to identify and extract entity attribute relationships in Chinese domain than in English field. How to improve the accuracy of attribute relationship recognition and improve the attribute extraction performance of unstructured text has become a significance research work.
Related Work
Under the promotion of several natural language processing conferences, personal attributes extraction is getting a rapid development.
David Sanchez [1] proposed a method of unsupervised automatic extraction of domain concepts, entities and attributes based on structured Web documents using a custom syntactic pattern. This method not only solves the problem of data sparseness in relation extraction, but also improves the recall rate and accuracy rate of entity attribute relation extraction. M. Poe [2] uses the syntactic pattern to extract the candidate attributes from the Web document. The attribute extraction problem is regarded as the classification problem. Weld [3] proposed the use of the structure of the Wikipedia information box <attribute, attribute value> pairs of Wikipedia entry text sentence to automatically obtain the attribute extraction training corpus, based on the maximum entropy model and CRF model Training sentence classifier and attribute value extractor separately. Mooney [4] using the relationship between the entity as a query request, query results from the search engine as a training corpus to extract the entity contains the sentence. Mintz [5] acquires relational entity pairs from Freebase, and extracts training data from the Wikipedia entry text. Hoffman [6] proposed Multi-Run algorithm, a multi-instance classification model, and this model can predict a variety of relationships for an entity.
An Interpreter of the Smart Virtual Machine
Our paper was worked on the Chinese Language Processing Conference 2014 task4, the task of the text set provides the task is to determine the unstructured text characters and the relationship between the attributes. For example, in the following document, "Zhou Qiang, president of the Supreme People 's Court said", we need identify the relation between "president" and the name "Zhou Qiang" . In this paper, we propose an algorithm for character extraction based on recurrent neural network for this task set.
As shown, recursive neural network based on the Chinese character attribute extraction algorithm flow as follows: Before training model, we first pretreat the training text including Chinese word segmentation, removing stop words and punctuation marks, then, apply word2vec to obtain vectors that the input layer of the neural network needed, and generate a lexicon for the label of the training set, and each label has different space vectors, which used in output layer of recurrent neural network. After words, we use RNN model to extract character attributes. Lastly, we use Validation set to obtain the accuracy of our model.
Experiments
In this task, the predefined personal attributes include as shown in the following table: We use the accuracy rate of P (Precision), recall rate R (Recall) and F value evaluate the experiment. In this experiment, wo choose to statistic all word lengths to determine the max features of the word vector, we setting the uniform length of the word vector is 35, this is determined by counting the average length of each sentence of the text, considering the moderate dimension of vector expansion, we chose to expand each word into 50-dimensional space vector. After 400 rounds of iterative training, we got a new model of neural networks. As shown in the above figure, the extraction accuracy of this method is 88.2%, compared with semi-supervised method [7] , neural networks [8] and SVM [9] , we can find compared with the traditional machine learning methods, the entity extraction system by used deep learning has a very significant increase in accuracy, this shows that the use of word2vec language model can be better extracted between the features than the traditional language model. Deep learning can effectively improve the efficiency and accuracy of entity attribute extraction system.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new entity attribute extraction method is proposed by using deep learning and word vector, this method can be improved greatly compared with the traditional machine learning method. But due to there is only one characteristic, it may lead to over-fitting, we hope we can combine the named entity feature to the further research.
